Honors Specialization Statistics - Modular Course flow Chart: 9.0 modular courses

Min grade reqt of 60% in all modular courses (and most pre-reqs)

Notes:

* 0.5 required modular courses to be taken from: SS4846, SS4853
1.5 required modular courses to be taken from: AS3424,4823,4824, SS4846 or 4853 (W2018-may use Stats 3860b,4864B here with written SP)
1.0 required modular courses to be taken from: AS3424,4823,4824,FM3520,3613,3817,AM3815 or any 4000 level SS course (see calendar for other options)

Pre-req mappings shown are for students in the HSP-Statistical Sciences module. Some courses have alternative pre-req options for students in other modules-see academic calendar

If doing another module that includes a 2000+ Intro stats course(e.g. Eco2222 is anti req to Stats 2858), please check with that dept regarding course-substitution options